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Assembly To Hear
Nunn's Voting Law
Reform Plan Today

Basil Hutchens
Succumbs Sunday

Three persons were reported on the chin and a bruised knee,
Basil Hutchens of Lynn Grove
injured in an automobile acci- according to the report filed by
dent Saturday at five p. m. at the investigating officers of the Road, Murray Route Seven,passed away Sunday at 9:50 p.m. at
the intersection of Highway 121 Murray Police Department.
Bypass and Waldrop Drive.
The report said that Cope, the Murray - Calloway County
Mrs. Hattie Laura McConnell
Paul Cope, age 19, and Jan- driving a 1964 Chevrolet two Hospital where he had been a
witted from Cincinnati, Ohio ice Cope, age 29, both of 16081
/
2 door hardtop, was going west patient for the past four weeks.
that her soo David Holton Mc- West Main Street were treated on Bypass 121 and had stopped
The deceased , age 67, was
Connell is a member .of the at the emergency room of the to make a left turn on Waldrop born June 3, 1902 and his parCincinnetus Association and will Minony-C,alloway County Hospi- Drive. Butler, driving a 1961 ents were Mao and Mrs. Lee
aid in observing the 50th. an- tal at six p. in. They both had Ford two door sedan, also going Hutchens. He was a member of
niversary of this, group. Mem- Injuries to the neck.
west, said he didn't see the the Providence Primitive BapFRANKFOOtT, Ky, (UN)
bership is held to 100 mem- Michael Neal Butler, age. 18, turn signal of the Cope car and tist Church._
Gov.
Louie B. Nunn will prebers.
of Murray Route Two hid a cut Mt it in the rear, according to
Mr, Hutchens had operated a"
sent the General Assembly to.
the police report. '
garage on the Lynn Grove Reed
day • six-point program calling
The Cincinnati Enquirer In a
Damage to the Butler car was until his retirement several
for reform in the state's voting
story with picture about the ason the front end and to the
40.
FRANKFORT, Ky. tile — laws and legislation to stimusociation and of It: "For its 50
Cope car on the rear end.
I Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Majority Floor Leader, late cooperation between govHouse
years the Cincinnstus Mimereported
SunA collision was
Jewel Rayburn Hutchens of MurMcBrayer, D-Greenup, ernment and the private sector,
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South.
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CarMrs. James(Lorena)
Mrs. May Wyatt, 83, died at
geriatric bills to bring construc- Nunn said the six-point packof the molders of public opinCars involved were a 1966
Drive, Murray, Mrs. Orvil FORT WOLTERS, TEX. — Louis G. Starks, cs: Southern Air- tion of state-financed =tabu age, released late Saturday, has
ion, one of the action catalysts, 1:15 a. in. Saturday at the Ben- Chevrolet two door hardtop own- dinal
(Anna Fay) Ethridge of Benton ways of Texas, Inc., instructor has been given Army Aviation's homes under the Mal health three distinct and desirable
one of the platforms from which ton Municipal Hospital. Mrs. ed by Pat Coleman of Louisville
Wyatt, Benton Rt. 2, formerly
Route One, Mrs.
(Ola Mae) Broken Wing Safety Award. Colonel Robert N. Mackinnon, umbrella.
goals.
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U. S. Air Force Commendation cheon on Saturday with Mrs. Club convention will be held in air collision with another hell- A son, Tommy, and daughter, elderly.
If the General Assembly
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Strick pulls
no punches
in sex films

Pi;

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Inc, Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1921, and the West Kentuckian.
January 1, 1942.
102 N. 4th Streak Murray, Kestwak7 arfl
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice items which. in our opinion, are...not for the beet
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL FtEPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. IWO
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg. New York. N.Y.
Stephenson Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentascity, far tnumnimbon as
Class Matter
ISUBSCIPTION
. By Carrier in Murray, pee week 360. per
Month 2142. In Calloway and act)oining counties, per year. $5.50;
. Zones 1 & 2. 513.00, Elsewhere $16.02. All SEIMOt subscriptions $6.00.

Fire completely destroyed five different businesses today in a
fire which threatened at times to envelope two city blocks. The
businesses were A. & P. Grocery, Murray Martinizing Cleaners,
Sears & Roebuck catalogue office, office firm of George E. Overbey, and Main Street Cafe.
The borne of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Bartow on Murray Route Three
was destroyed by fire yesterday about 6:50 a.m.
Jimmy Cochran has returned to his Air Force base at Long
Beach, California, after a visit with relatives here.
An average of $36.03 was reported for the salesof dark fired
,----------tobacco on the Murray Market yesterday.

20 Years Ago Today
The Keutucky Lake Camping Conference will be held at Murray
State College March 10 and 11.
Clarence Mitchell, Calloway County Soils Assistant, will address
a meeting of the Committee for Kentucky tomorrow in Louisville,
Dr. Walter Blackburn, Dr. Max Carman, Dr. Liza Spann, Dr.
A. M. Wolfson, and Miss Grace Wyatt are included in the latest
edifice of "American Men in Science".
Wayion Rayburn, Zelna Carter, Gladys Scott, Reba Overbey,
Rue Overbey, and Troy Glidewell attended ameeting of the Western
Kentucky District of the Red Cross held at Kentucky Dam.

Priorities for Progress
to Help J1evejBirth Defects

PARIS (UPI)-With films like
The Balcony and Ulysses to hit
director Joseph Strick
zould be considered something
of a specialist in sex movies
But he doesn't see his latest
production, a film of Henry
Miller's novel Tropic of Cancer.
as being primarily about sex.
"To me it's just an extremely
funny book, and I hope thq
film will be equally funny,'
Strick said, in an interview.
"I think a lot of people who
once read Henry Millers book
for the wrong reasons could go
back to it again and find much
a second reading.
more on
primarily, the humor."
Strick achieved recognition
as a proponent of sexual honesty
in filmui with his treatments of,
the Jean Genet play. The
Bakonv, and the James Joyce
novel Ulysses. Both films had
censorship trouble.
"But I don't think we'll have
my trouble with Tropic of Canin the United States," Strick
raid, '`fertiiipe-we willin Britain
ind some other countries. As
with Ulysses, the trouble is not
_what is shown, but with

PROTECTS MOTHER AND CHILD.
FOLLOW A DOCTOR'S ADVICE
ABOUT NUTRITION,MEDICINE,
REST AND EXERCISE.

included
lys d. which
Utiseel.
-46°4 Bloom's sex-act soliloquy.
in isA Anglo-Saxon entirety, can
be seen almost anywhere in the
"United States. But it has soli
not been shown generally in
1 Britain. Only two cities have
,
granted it licenses for local
showing. The film is totally
blianned in some countries because Stuck refuses to.,approve
th*euts that would Make it
ac eptable to censors.
"There is no question of altering a word or a scene in
Tropie of Cancer," said Strick
"Either it gets shown in full
or it doesn't get shown."

14Calhac
NEW PREVENTIVE STEP
TO 14ALT RUBELLA

(GERMAN MEASLES)
A MAJOR CAUSE OF

BIRTH DEFECTS.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And there was also a strife among them, which of them should
be accounted the greatest.- Luke 22:24,
There is no room for selfishness among the disciples of Christ.
No man can exalt self and declare that Jesus is mighty to save,
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PREVENT BIRTH DEFECTS
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PREPARES LAW

Sedative for Temporary Relief of Simple Nervous Teelelee
Each Sapsule Contains:
Phenyitoloxanune
Salicylamide

135 mg
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BOSTON (UPI) - Municipid
Judge Elwood* McKedney, who if.
reserved decision until' he bad ?.?,
seen a special performance of
"Sweet Eros," ruled WednesSupported by artoller y and dive- day the play was not obscene.
ISRAEL INVADES JORDAN
tanks
Two performsis,, Frank So.
Wise' kneaded Jordan with a spearhead of tight
- bombers,.
, tare
two:nations Novo- fluand Asririss Kags, had
and troops in the katigest battle the Israeli romnrInd e.111•41
charged with Impluess.
The
wabeen
East
Miiisfle
1967
the
•
sim•
Arab The play's producer, Patricia
foo
retaliation
in
opOratian".
"combing
,i4:11int a
..old ,ls.,vt ,Jordan -Flynn. ha 1/41311._
T.T.
" glierritta attnelts -45n4t said- tlicnteoarlpg_irt obscene play.
. when its.miszope. ua, umx.I..eed
NICKOnney digmissed the charges.
:
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NOW!
DIRECT FROM ITS LONG-RUN
ROADSHOW ENGAGEMENTS!
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IUT
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Barbra
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IF ITS PHOTOGRAPHABLE
WE'LL PHOTOGRAPH IT
AaK"

„
A

STANDARD PORTRATURE ig UNUSUAL PHOTOGRAPH

BEIRITr (UPI)- Lebanon,
under criticism for its kid
gloves treatment of airplane
hijacker Christian Beton, anit is
Wednesday
nounced
preparing legislation to punish
air pirates.
Minister of Public Works
Pierre Gemayel stressed that
official policy was to support
measures to ensure the safety
of air transports but that
president Lebanese laws in the
area were,encitar.
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DAS CAPSULES
'1.49

headed by Larry McPhail and
"
SCIENTIFIC TECHNIQUES CAN
SasaSS1 /*PRODUCT OS...,
Dan Topping,
* Today & Tues.*
SHARIF
In 1965 Harry Stuhldreher of
CMAR
STREISANDNOW DETERMINE 'THE ODDS OF
BARBRA
;0111 Century Fe. presents
By United Press International Notre Dame's "Four HorsePROSPECTIVE PARENTS HAVING
"FUNNY GIRL"
men" backfield died at the age
RU MARRISON
TECHNICOLOR* PROVISO*
A DEFECTIVE CHILD.
RICHARD BURTON
Today is Monday, Jan. 26, the of 63.
•••• ••.........
In 1969 the worst flooding in
26th day of 1970 with 339 to
Features at:
2.66
Adults .
32 years hit California and led
follow.
4-A
7:60 56:4S
2:06,
-sir-Lx.'m
r
'1
The moon is between its full to declaring the state a disaster
Children __a.... 1.011
•
ti
area.
••
phase and last quarter.
It
1/I
111
--The morning stars are
.n ruse Stanley Done" t
A thought for the day: Joseph
Mercury and Jupiter.
P,oCluctios
Reserved Performance Tickets Available for 7:00 Feature
n
The evening stars are Venus, Chamberlain said, "I never like
"liklICASE
being hit without striking
Mars and Saturn.
"
ii 66
back."
On this day in history:
In 1815 the 7,000 volume
library of Thomas Jefferson
was bought by the government
to be used to start the Library Leader in lead
of Congress.
In 1918 Food Administrator 'JEFFERSON
CITY, Mo.
Herbert Hoover asked Amert. UPI)-Missouri, the nation's
cans to observe "sheathed; o. 1 producer of lead for about
Mondays and Wednesday,s
years, may produce more lead
meatless Tuesdays and por kless the next 50 years Than it did
Thursdays and Saturdays" in a n the past SOO years. Geologist*
war effort to save meats and y the old lead belt gave up
maxi because 01 tlid1:44-aegree
grain,
SENT HOME
bout 8 million tons of metal, BOAT CAPSIZES
',sea :az
,weather.
In1945 the New York ut a new belt may produce 30
"He (Principal ts"du
Yankees baseball team became illion tons.
Scotland
her skirt was causing a
the property of a syndicate
Kopecky
Mrs
UP1)-A rescue boat capsized PASADENA, Tex, (UP1)',- commotion,"
In 50 mile-an-hour winds in the Annete Kopecky, 11, was sent said. "I think she looks real
irrireome from Garden's Elemente- cute in it."
North Sea Wednesday, drons
ing four seamen,_ A
ry School Wednesday because ecreirman was missing lad the her green and black plaid dress
I rail na,. largesixth man was picked up by a was too long.
1 he
Soviet trawler. The rescue beat The girl's mother, Mrs. ly ,resti•insible for , making
.1••ob
IAN
was going to the aid of a Galicia Kopecky said her Wichita, Kan., a maioe. *Mile
-Danish fishing boat when it daughter-Loore the ankle length center.
to
capsized.
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ALL AGES ADMITTED
Parental GI...dance Suggested

By JOHN F. SIMS

TARGET: MARIJUANA Opening a winter campaign against narcotics, Mexican army troops
burn several tons of marijuana at ('uliacan.

LEDGER a TIMES FILE

By

Tina obseCtree ol
ralonsis is to atIoesn pastors about the
ao,tabonly *I MOS.* COMM( for wiretap by Me, Chnolen

GP

abaft.. stailba-

Ten Years Ago Today

MOVIE RATINGS FOR PARENTS AND
YOUNG PEOPLE

. WASHIVTON (UPI): The American Council
at Education has recommended that no more
, e _nation'.s 70.1Iege
th
draft deferments be griiwte
.,..d to ,
students.
A resolution passed by Ifie—Tiiaid-lir Mittel-M-7
of the organization, whtch has a membership of
1156 colleges, says the flow of trained manpower
from the nation's universities stni colleges wptild
not be affetted by an end to student;.deferfnants. :
The resolution recummended ' a "transition
k.
'period' be granted Us-students- whp?stroadrAtitoo--deferments.. It did not specify -*hat the trankition
period should be.
• The Council notcd its resoluti in was a reversal
of former policy. The council voted.h-upport of
student deferment, '2S draft classification -in 1951.
"This original position was based on the-belief
that the Wation's welfare demanded a steady •flow
of highly educated young people .through the colfrees and into the (Is il,an as well as the military
economy,'' the resolution said.
-Clearly the Nil 11,11 lOn has (hanged. The available pool of • draft cli,21b1e men is so large as cont.'',
pared with the. nunibers likely to he called into
service that, a terminat•on gj student -deter
cannot seriously affe( t the regular flow of 'highly
educat.ed manpower Thus the question, of the
natinnal welfare is no longer at issue. At iMists-ift the -question ot- eti(ritV7.-- "

. s
•

*PORTRAITS
*WEDDINGS
*COMMERCIAL
*AERIAL
*RESTORATIONS
WE DO THEM ALL • •...•.%•••
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'right-handed and one was leftBy MILTON RICHMAN
aanded. . .but this here man
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)- Casey follows sports even more than
Stengel is positive President those others did.
"I remember when all the By United Press International
Nixon can do it.
Pro Draft Begins
why flora he asks. "Why baseball people myself went to
the
All.
Tomorrow, 10 a.m.
couldn't he? I don't think he'll the White House during
Western Kentucky, the Ohio
have to worry about getting a Star Game last summer. The Valley Conference leader, plays
Job when he's through with this Commissioner (Bowie Kuhn) Austin Peay tonight in the first
NEW YORK (UPI)- Pro
one but if he decides to introduced me to the President of two road games for the Hillfootball coaches and scouts
become one of them sportscast- and said, 'I suppose you know toppers on a relatively light
made final preparations today
ers I'm sure he'll do good. You this man.' He said, 'why night of OVC action.
as many as 16 points in the for the annual draft of college
In nonconterence contests. Rogotta remember he's been certainly.' He talked to me like
DOWN
FRED
By
second
half against their players which begins Tuesday
Interviewed for 12 years. When Casey Stengel. He asked me anoke (Va.) is at East TennesUPI Sports Writer
traditional Little Three clonfer- at 10 a.m. EST.
you get on the other side, you how my banks were doing out see, Pan American (Tex.) plays
The Pittsburgh Stealers, who
know what questions to ask. in California and I told him at Tennessee Tech and Middle
It'll soon be official that ence rival.
right
flrached
me
tied with Chicago at 1knew
good.
He
Mexico
pretty
New
Fifth-ranked
Specially when you've seen ball
Tennessee is at St. Francis
LSU's Pete Maravich is the
away."
State defeated Texas-El Paso, 13 for the worst record in pro
games like he has."
college
(Pa.).
in
scorer
greatest
Stengel, who had nearly as
N)-77, and eighth-ranked Mar- football, won a coin toss with
Still sharp, spry and up on
Middle Tennessee won its first
basketball history.
the Bears and will choose first.
current matters at 80, the much exposure on TV as Milton OVC game of the season SaturMaravich moved to within 69 quette beat Xavier, 82-73, but Chicago traded its pick
offers
to
had
revealed
he
to
Berle,
Houston
was
seventh-ranked
heating
by
peppery ex-manager of the
Austin
day night
points of surpassing Oscar
ambushed by St. Mary's of Green Bay for three players
Mets and Yankees was com- do commentary on TV after Peay 96-87 at Murfreesboro
mark
of
career
Robertson's
last week.
menting on Life magazine's leaving both the Yankees and East Tennessee downed East
2,973 points when he scored 55 Texas, 76-66, The latter and Miami, Boston
and Buffalo
triumph
65-62
Oklahoma
State's
report that Richard Nixon Mets.
Carolina 79-65, Murray blasted
Saturagainst
Kentucky
points
were next, followed by Phi"Yes, sir, I was offered some Louisiana College 94- 79 and
Boulder,
Colo.,
Colorado
at
over
"may be the most openly avid
day night,
ladelphia, Cincinnati, St. Louis,
sports fan ever to occupy the tremendous sums," he said. "I Iowa belting Tennessee Tech
Maravich moved into second ranked as the biggest upsets of San
the
about
anything
Francisco, New Orleans,
said
never
White House. . .(and) there are
96-68,
scoring the night.
the
all-time
place
on
there was no
Jeff Smith scored 23 points Denver Atlanta and the New
close aides who seriously offers because
Middle
Tennessee,
1-4
in
the
laSU
Hayes,
but
Elvin
list,
past
reason to. But I thought
York Giants.
contend that he just might take
OVC and 7-7 overall, raced to
was never really in the game for New Mexico State, which Houston has the
14th pick,
164
and
its
recoer
to
raised
on a part-time sportscasting job 'em. I knew what they wanted. a 46-27 halftime lead and then
against second-ranked and unwhen he finishes the work at They thought possibly you'd tell withstood a second half Austin PETE RONEY (54) of tbii Calloway County Lakes is straining beaten Kentucky. With Dan Rick Cobb led Marquette with followed by San Diego, Green
Bay, San Francisco (using
all your secrets, how the Peay rally. Forward Ken Riley to get
hand."
this rebound away from Curtis Bison of St. Mary High Issel scoring 35 points. the 17 points.
"The important thing about players hide in the lockers and paced the Blue Raiders with 19 in Friday night's game at Calloway County High School. Watch- Wildcats led by as many as 20 In other games, 11th-ranked ashington's No. 1 choice),
him," Stengel said of Nixon, "is all that, but if you double-talk points and 21 rebounds, while ing the duel are Darell Cleaver of the Lakers and Bagby of the points in the second half and Davidson beat Princeton, 71-64, altimore Detroit, the New
they
ork Jets, Cleveland, Los
that he follows all these sports on those intricate plays,
7.loot center Booker Brown addran their winning streak to 14 In overtime, Ohio University ngeles, Dallas, Oakland,
it looks like he's ed 18 and guard Jim Drew 17. Vikings. Calloway lost to the Vikings, 7442.
Minso closely and knoiik many 41/
victory. defeated Kent State, 77-68,
109-96
with
a
games
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
Southern California rolled past esota and Kansas City.
people in them personally, o y,' suid besides if you was to Austin Peay, 1-5 in the OVC
points
topped
the
Maravich's
55
than!
The draft will be held Tuesday
Eisenhower, Truman and Ken- ask me I look better now
and 4-9 overall, was led by forKentucky Memorial Coliseum Arizona State, 108-95, with the d Wednesday.
Layton's
41
of
Dennis
aid
nedy also liked sports. . .I've did a few years ago."
ward Larry Noble with 18 and
former
record of 51 set by
aot pictures taken with them at
guards Tom Santel and Howard
Kentucky star Cliff Hagan points, Drake topped L011iSVille,
75, Calvin Murphy's 33 points
AMMAN,---- Jordan (UPI)my home, two of 'em were
Wright-with 17 each:- - —
against Temple in 195S.
Murray forward Claude VieThe nation's unbeaten list led Niagara over Providence, Prime Minister Bahjat Talhouni
den poured in 31 points and
remained al four teams when 94- 85, Northeastern edged of Jordan flew to West
) Purdue, 66-65 for its first Big 10 Germany Sunday on the first
icked off 15 rebounds as the
first-ranked UCLA and burn.
seers boosted their record to
ranked St. llonaventure scored Titter,' of the season and offtcial visit by a Jordanian
easy victories. Jacksonville, Army, the nation's No, 1 leader to that nation since the
12-5 against Louisiana College,
'
s defensive team, downed Penis two countries resumed diplomaranked sixth and the country
Guard Jim Young added 21 Jacques Lentaire feels thereto
tic relations in 1967.
points for Murray while Ed something more important than
idle.
State,71-54-team,
was
unbeaten
other
Schoening led Louisiana with 30. the scoring championship of the
UCLA, which has lost two
By United Press International
Mike Kretzer and Gordon Gif- National Hockey League.
games in four years, had little
By JOE SARGIS
ford fired in 17 points each as "Let Orr have the assists, I'll
By United Press International
more than a light workout in
UPI
Sports
Writer
Maybe inactivity will cool off East Tennessee rolled over take the goals," the Montreal
slapping down Wyoming, 115-77.
Rockets. It's East Carolina. The Sues, 12-4, left wing said recently.
Denver
25 points
The Providence Reds made the
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. Curtis Rowe scored
no mistake about escaping at apparent the rest of the led 37-20 at halftime and coastLemalre
sitlia
dou
7ed his pleasure (UPI).- This dieting among pro and Sidney Wicks added 24 for
least halfway out of the cellar. American Basketball Associa- ed to the win.
Sunday night, scoring twice golfers could be catching,
East Carolina, g-8, was led by within a
Bob Lanier, St. Bonaventure's
Scoring five goals in the final tion is unable to stop the
of 59 seconds as especially since it seems to be
Jim Gregory with 13.
6-foot, 11-inch, 270-pound center,
period, Providence smothered league's hottest team.
the Canadiens beat the Detroit working..Tennessee Tech kept up with Red Wings, 4-1. Lemaire
was Just too much for Canisius
the Springfield Kings, 10-4, The Rockets ran their winFirst, it was Jack Nicklaus
as
he scored 32 points and had
Sunday night to move into a ning streak to 15 games Sunday Iowa for one half but the Hawk- boosted his league-leading total
who' went on a diet and
third-place tie with idle Quebec with a 127-118 triumph over eyes outscored the Eagles 41-16 to 28 goals, four more than immediately won a pair of 18 rebounds. The Bonnies led by
one
during a 13-minute span after runnerup Phil- Esposito of the
In the Eastern Division of the Dallas and closed to within
tournaments.
American Hockey League. The game of the ABA's longest Intermission. Chad Calabria led Boston Bruins, yet, the slickNow, it's Bert Yancey, who
the
by
set
skein,
16
victory
points
while
Rich
Iowa
with
25
Reds seem in better shape for
skating Frenchman has virtuab; started a diet a month ago,lost TO START HEARINGS
Oaks
who
now
Oakland
former
Stone
and
Ron
Sutton
had
14
the Eight to avoid last place
ly-no hope of taking the scoring five pounds and went out and
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
since they have two games in play as the Washington Capi- each for Tennessee Tech.
crown.
won the Bing Crosby National
tols.
hand over Quebec.
That's because defenseman Pro-Am Sunday. And the fellow House Banking Committee
Denver will not get a chance
Jean Mallette, Brian Perry
Bobby Orr of the Bruins has he beat was none other than plans-- to start hearings next
Monday to investigate alternate
and Frank Lacombe each to equal the record until Friday
cushioned a healthy lead in the' mtpidaus.
ts- •
soaring race on the strength di Yancey, unruffled and twat- ways of financing home mortscored twice for Providence when its next opponent will be
and Mallette also had three the New York. Nets.
54 assists while Lemaire has tied until almost the end by a gages.
Once again, the combination
assists.
only 19. Orr registered his 14th charge by Nicklaus, won with a Chairman Wright Patman, D.
The Buffalo Bisons stretched of Larry Jones and Spencer
goal into an empty net Sunday final round three-under-par 69 Tex., said "about half of the
their 'first place lead in the Haywood paced the Rockets to
as Boston tripped the Pit- that gave him a 72-hole score of families in the nation are
unable to qualify for or obtain
Western Division to 30 points victory. Jones tallied 30 points
tsburgh Penguins, 34, giving 10-under-par 278.
financing for homes." Patman
the while Haywood added 28 and
by blasting
him a total of 68 points.
oveVi
whraeT
Nicklaus, playing in his first
By GARY KALE
Barons, 6-0, while the pulled down 26 rebounds.
Cle
By winning, Montreal end tourney of the year after a said the situation was caused
UPI Sports Writer
In other ABA action, WashBear could salvage only a 2-2
Boston remained tied for month's layoff, shot a final- by the Nixon administration
raising interest rate ceilings on
the Rochester ington beat Mhuni, 113-106;
agains
tie
second place in the East
New York tapped Indiana. 96- Three yealar ago they were Division, four points behind the round 65 over Pebble Beach to federally
insured
mortgage
Americans.
but
it
Crosby
record
tie
the
, "Who's Flynn RobinDon Blackburn and Wayne 83, and Pittsburgh down
New' York Rangers who kept wasn't quite enough for the programs.
son?" Today, you can't mention pace by nipping .Los Angeles, 3Rivers had two goals each for Carolina, 108-101.
rmer "Big Bear" from Ohio
Rick Barry's 25 points pac Lew Alcindor without aclaiow- 2.
the Bisons, who spaced their
State. He wound up at 279, but
Elsewhere, Mice Laughton's won $14,300 that put him into
scoring with a pair of goals in Washington to its tridmph over edging Mr. Robinson.
The two Bucks are worth two three-goal hat trick powered
ROSS SUSPENDED
each period, and Bill Lesuk Miami. The Floridians' Do
million in the bank for the Oakland Seals to a 4-1 the millionaires' bracket along
eafned the deadlock for Her- Freeman took game scor
Billy
and
with Arnold Palmer
Milwaukee.
MLSSOULA, Mont, (UPI)victory over the Minnesota
shey by scoring with only 2:46 honors with 33 points.
Atlanta, the Western Division North Stars, the Toronto Maple Casper.
Les Hunter scored 10 of his 1
left in the game.
Guard Harold Ross was susbelonged
to
though,
This
day,
eader
in
the
National
Basket,
quarter
Leafs upset the Chicago Black
T h e Montreal Voyageurs points in the final
pended from the University of
Association, was mauled by Hawks, 3-2, and the Philadel- Yancey, a 31-year-old pro from Montana
played to- a 1-1 tie against the help the Nets get past th
basketball team WedFla.,
who
Pompano
Beach,
Milwaukee Sunday, 131-116, as phia Flyers whitewashed thet.
Baltimore Clippers, enabling Eastern Division-leading P
previously had won only five nesday -for failing to show up
N
obinson
scored
33
sparked
points
and
Simon
Walt
cars.
Louis Blues 2,0, as Bernie tournaments compared to 28 for for a Monday night game with
them to increase their firstWeber State. Coach Bob Cope
place advantage in the East to York's offense with 21 poin lcindor netted 31. Saturday, Parent registered his third Nicklaus.
e
two
combined
Tor
61
as
In
of
while Mel Daniels
_
shutout.
said Ross will not be reinstated
14 points over Springfield.
Howie
and
.
Bobby
Nichols
obinson
tallied
33
and
Alcita
topped all scorers with 28.
Wayne Connelly - scored De- Johnson finished in a tie for because
no player is that
✓ 28 to beat Cincinnati
troit's only goal on a power third at 283, five under par, and valuable."
Atlanta, leading by 13 points play at 11:10 of the opening
won $7,350 each. Next came
re intermission, was held to period.
Daddy will get his Courier-Journal, too. Because
John Jacobs, Don
53-all tie at half. The Bucks
one of 115-e 'more than 46,000 rural subscribers
he's
Don Myrey tied it for Boston George_ Archer Nlasseng21e)
and Paul
ad the Hawks as Robinson late in the first period and Fred
Kentucky
and SOuthern Indiana who receive the
in
Wilt's
free
throws
at
284
with
each
Harney
It seven of 11 floor attempts ar tWilefft get the winner on a
Courier-Journal
by mail.
_ 'Daily
winning
$4,327.
e second half. Joe Caldwell power play at 2:21 of the final
HERSHEY; Pa. (1.114)-Wilt,
Archer won the crosby last Chamberlain, perhaps the poored Atlanta vtith 22 points.
session.
year by a stroke.
He knows the value of a greaT dai y newspaper
Other Action
est foul shooter in the National
New York squandered a 2-0
In other NBA action, New lead built on goals by Walt The big casualties 111 this Basketball- Association, conver- like The Courier-Journal. And he knows the value
York defeated Boston, 102-96, Tkaczuk and Jean Batelle in a year's Crosby were (as-per, ted 28 of 32 free throw ittempts of renewing his yearly subscription during the Big
Cincinnati downed Baltimore, 44-second span of the first whose caddy failed to show up. when he scored 100 points lor.
Bargain Offer—because during "that time he saves
129-122,.., Chicago stopped De- period, then won it on rookie on time causing Billy to be Philadelphia- against New York
$10.00!
troit, 12.0-111, Philadelphia rout- Bill Fairbairn's goal in the disqualified, Arnold Palmer, on March 2, 1%2. •
,
ed San Diego, 159-131, and Los opening minute of the third U.S. Open champ Orville Moody
* * *
PGA
king
Hay
Floyd.
and
- Right now you too can subscribe do the Daily
Angeles topped Phoenix, 118- period, Ross Lensberry and
Palmer finished at 292, Moody
06.
Courier--JOisrnal at the special Bargain Offer rate
Los
for
Jimmy Peters scored
at 293 and Floyd at 290.
Cazzi Russell scored seven of Angeles.
Learned fast
of
only $16.000 — this. is only 5-1/8c a day. The
The tour now „moves on to
ew York's last 10 points and
Don O'Donoghue assisted on
regular price is $26.000, so you save $10.00 by
KANSAS CITY, (11-PI)-Jan
tallied a game high of 25 as the all three of Laughton's goals San Diego for the Andy
`4tenerud, -kicking specialist of
ordering TODAY.
'
Knicks retained their five-game and Oakland netminder Gary Williams Open. --a
Naturally, Yancey will be the Kansas City Chiefs and a
margin over Milwaukee in the Smith kicked out 42 Minnesota
native of Norway, never saw
40"
East. AU-Star MVP Willis Reed shots. The contest developed there.
a football game until he went to
and Mike Riordon chipped in Into a brawl in the third period
Orders in connection with this Bargain Offer will be acMontana State on a skiing
cepted only from bona fide R.F.D. patrons who can furnish
17 each. John lialicek led and referee Art Skov handed
COURT
MEETS
SUPREME
scholarship.
e Celts with 24.
postoffke and box--number addresses outside those areas
out 56 penalty minutes.
Cincinnati, paced by Oscar
delivered-by
town carrier service of this newspaper, and
Walton
Dave Keon and Mike
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Theobertson's 41 points, rued to scored 44 seconds apart in the
from those residents in towns where _That Couier-Journal
Supreme
(10
meets
today
Court
21-point first-period lead that third period to lift last-place
does not maintain carrier service.
a.m. EST) to hand down 41151"466"
END .:.:•
07
47
44
07TH-40
ed the Royals -to held off Toronto to within six _paints
cases
in
some
of
the
57
altimore's comeback. Ray Chicago in -the East 'ma Red opinions
To: BARGAIN OFFER
SALE
starting on
cot!, scoring 19 points in the Fleming scored one goal and now pending before
Murray Sewing Center
The Courier-Journal, Leuirale, Ky.40202
midterm recess.
its
four-week
d quarter, led l3altimore assisted on the other by Bobb
- •
•
th 28 points.
Clarke as Philadelphia teat St.
Scores 31 Points
Louis for only the seciand time
Find
enclosed $16.80(Courier-Journal at $16.00 plus
WASHABLE POLYESTERS k
Clem Haskins scored' 31 in their last 19 encounters.
NEW INSTRUCTOR
80c Ky: Sales- tax), for which please enter 'my subscrip:,lots and Tom Iioer winkle
Just in tithe for Spring
rabbed 20 rebounds as Chicago
'KANSAS CITY (UPI)- John•
- Reg. $3.11
:4 tion for one full year for
uffled the Pistons. Chet
Neon,
former
69-year-old
ny
flox
alker helped the Bulls' cause Philadelphia set a home'
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Flower Power in Decor
Seems To Be Withering
By PATIKIA McCORMACK
NEW YOAK (UPI) — Has
flower power had 'it?
In towels, sheets and other
furnishings for bedroom and
bath, the answer is — probably.
A maker of such things,
showing off the newest for
the
Seventies, put it this
way: "the flower is tired."
Sheet and towel decorations
bzpass the traditional flower
designs, popular in the late
Sixties, for more stylized and
surrealistic ones — plus bold
geometries.
Color also has undergone a
metamorphosis. Pastels of the
past are out. Instead we are
going to see more of the
brightest color combinations
in years.
Consider (for towels and
sheets): shocking pink with
orange, black and tan, electfic
blue and green combinations.

geometries and shocking pink
and black colors in with your
pastel and vosie-print flowers.
THE AlIN. to enliven one's
bathroom and bedroom
without necessarily redoing
the whole thing.
Color mistakes happen all
the time, of course. Its usually because you bought
something that's the wrong
color key, the firm's color
experts reported at the show.
Something called a color key
guide was described.
The world, you see is divid-

AT A SHOW during the
fashion week of the New York
Couture Business Council, the
West Point Pepperell people
said the high fashion mixutes
for bedroom and bath furnishings reflect the new and
more ecclectic influences of
the Paris, London and New
York couture collections.
In styling the collection,
.Chris CrisPens said he felt,
he was strongly influenced by
'the Age of Aquarius, and di
staccaba beat of fast-paced liv- ing.
He said the new designs
and colors, while youthful in
approach, are difinitely
sophisticated.
And while advocating rather
more offbeat combinations, all
items in the new collection
are versatile enough to fit
into existing decor. In other
words, you can mix the bold

Know Pears
Fresh western pears are
available in three varieties
with a season extending
through May. Anjou pears
are greenish-yellow in color
and juicy sweet. The Bose
pear is distinguished by
its russet coloring and long
tapering shape. It has a
special spicy flavor.. Heartshaped Cornice pears are
yellow-green with a faint
blush and are best:known
as the "Gift-box" pear.

Sauce for Fish
Combine and heat one
can condensed cream of
celery soup with one-third
cup milk and a dash of
poultry seasoning.

ed into two color key groups
and everyone i s keyed to
his or her color group or
family. You blossom in the
right color key and fade out
with the wrong one.
And how do you know where
you fit?
WELL, THE color key is
determined by your coloring

and each individual's coloring
is composed ot three primary
colors: Red, yellow, blue.
The way it works:
The color key 1 person has
more blue in coloring, giving
a rose-pink skin complexion.
The color key 2 person has
more yellow, with a peachpink skin coloring.
See?

Varied Shoes
Shoes have gained accessory
importance in the last few
years.
And this season is no exception.
Theyfeatureflattened,
round, square or oblique toes,
sturdy heels, and a slender
silhouette — at least, after
dark.
Shoe shapes range from ankle high to sliver-low.

:
*Ng

1DeacAbilL
Letter draws
many inquiries!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I just read the letter signed "MORRIS'
WIFE." She complained because after her husband had been
elected president of his lodge, someone said, "I heard Morris
accepted the presidency of his lodge. That was real nice of
him. I heard nobody else would take it."
My heart goes out to Morris. Here in Aschaffenburg,
Germany, there are not many men named Morris who have
recently been elected president of their lodge. Only me!
Inasmuch as I happened upon this "honor" by default, my
wife has been the recipient of many curious [if ignorant]
inquiries, since the letter signed "Morris' Wile" appeared in
ylair ookimn.
all the Morrises around the world should form a
"MASTER MORRIS CLUB," wherein all men named Morris
who have becomei(xlge presidents may gather once a year to
exchange views and share experiences. A prize could be
come up with the most novel
offered
reason for refusing the nomination for reelection next year.
In order to keep the club truly exclusive, gentlemen
named "Maurice" need not apply. Sincerely,
MORRIS M. MANION,
ASCHAFFEN'BURG, GERMANY

tea. Morris who cook,

&

TIMES

,rMonday, January 28
The quarterly meeting of the 1
Blood River Baptist Association
WMU will be held M the Memorial Baptist Church, Murray,
at ten a. m.
• ••
Thi. Bets Sigma Phi sorority
will Meet at the Community
Center at seven p. rat
• ••
The Creative Arta Deportment of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet at the club
house at 9:30 a. m. Hosteases
will be Mesdames Ray Monday,
Henry McKenzie, and Laster
Nanny.
• ••
The Luther Robertson School
PTA will meet at the school at
seven p. m. Miss Ruble Smith
will be the speaker. Hortensia
are Messrs and Mesdames Ted
Cunningham, Joe Outland, BIll
Page, and Charles Johnson.
• ••
The Greet Books Discuasion
Group will meet at the Calloway County Public Library et
seeee p.
• ••

The Murray Woman's Bowling Association will meet at On
yen p. m. in the meeting roam
M Corvette Lanes. Plans for the
city tournament will be discursed.
• ••

Tuesday, January V
The executive board of die
Church Women
meet at the parlor of the linst
United Methodist Church anis
a. tn.
• ••
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorms
ity will meet at the home of
Mrs. Jane Alley atteem go. XL
•••
The Great Decisions Study
Group of the Murray Branch
of the AAUW will meet at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
M. Watson at 7:30 p. m.
• ••
The Eirksey Elementary Shoot PTA will meet at the school
at 1:30 p. m. with Mrs. Ken
Adams of the Murray-Calloway
County Library as speaker. Hostesses are the third grade mother&
•••

Wednesday, January 29
The Murray State University
women's bridge will meet at the
Student Union Building at 7:30
p. m. If you have not been contacted call Mrs. Laverne Ryan
at 7624186.
•••
Thursday, January 29
The Young Women's Associatiqn of the Blood River Association will hold its quarterly
meeting at the Hazel Baptist
Church at seven p. m. Miss Rebecca Tarry will be the guest
speaker. All YWA and YWA
t.ge girls are urged to attend.
S..

Handy Fruit
Ready - when - you - are.
canned pineapple is handy
to have on the kitchen
shelf. Marinate canned
pineapple chunks in sherry
and serve as an accompaniment to curried dishes.

DEAR ABBY: I am 15, and right now I am being
punished because I told my mother that if she can't see what
everybody else can see, she must be blind.
I have twin brothers who are seven years old. One is an
average boy but the other one (I'll call him Mark] is not
right. In the first place, he never learned to talk right. His
For skin that's soft, smooth
speech has improved some, but it's far from normal. My
and seductive, use scented
mother keeps taking him for therapy, but she won't admit
body creams and lotions after
there is something wrong with Mark. That kid can't tie his _ your bath.
You'll be able to luxuriate
own shoes, ride a bike or even blow his own nose. My mother
- in-the -glow of sweet-srlielling,
does everything for him, and she gets mad if anybody says
velvet-smooth skin.
he's not normal. She says, "There is nothing wrong with him.
He's just slow "Abby, he is like a two-year-old.
My father doesn't say much because he doesq't want to
upset mother.
I can't wait until I am 18 so I can get out of this house.
The strain is awful. I keep wishing there were some way I
could help Mark. Have you any suggestions?
MARK'S SISTER
e,
DEAR SISTER: It probably harts your mother le
"admit" that something Is wrong with Mark. The chumsare she met only realises it. she's doing everything she eases
"see" min You cam help, too land minimise the strain at
your house) if you quit harping on It.

Smooth -Skin

Princess Barbara of
.
Mecklentsvg

CZAR:l$
100 MILLION
.

Mrs'.
Manahan.
Anderson
Anna
charlatesville. Vu . is in the
throes....nf another attempt
to prove she is Prini•ess An:oda/4a. daughter of fttisia's
last char ithe royal family
was liquidated by the Bolsheviks morc than halt a
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century agi.i The
court in. Karlsruhe. IVest
tletinany. and .it stake is
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In Swisf:Kinii,+ipposing tKe
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-:::litretetenberg:---rerreertHrrg- The klerrirth Hon.., of-Hesse „
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Condition Water
Automatic water conditioning can reduce the hornemakjob load as m:ich as 50'.1,.
It also extends the life of •
pipe and plumbed-in equipment by eliminating a major
cause of corrosion.
Another benefit that's often
overlooked is the improved
taste of tea, coffee and
vegetables i n conditioned
water

Fruit Cobbler
Thicken sirup from one
can (one pound, four
ounces) fruits forv salad
with two tablespoons cornstarch. CoMbine with fruit
and one-half teaspoon
pumpkin pie spice in one
quart baking dish. Bake at.
425 degree's F. for 20 minutes. Drop biscuit; made
with one cup biscuit mix on
top. Bake 15 minutes longer. Three servings.

Tossed Salad
A _salad and vegetable
all in one is a great way to
give -your family nutrients
they need for lunch. Corn' e drained chilled cans
of carrots, peas and lima
beans. Toes with a scored
sliced_ cucumber and salad
greens torn to pieces.
Serve with French dressing
and your family will enjoy
eating something that's
good for them.

Washington Apples
Varieties having a yellow-tinged flesh, such as
Newton, Winesap and Golden Delicious, carry a high
cohtent of Vitamin A,
known as. the protective vitamin, as it helps ward off
colds and other bacterial
infections.

Grilled Cheese
Split four hero rolls: butter. sprinkle with -oregano,
end top each half with
slices of tomato and Provolone cheese. Broil until
cheese melts. Serves four.

Trying to stay fit? Bicycling is one good way—
especially in the brisk, invigorating air of late fall
and early winter. Break
into a bike routine gradually and be sure to carry a
compact first-aid kit in
your basket for comfort
and beauty. Stock your kit
with Band-Aids, some antiseptic first-aid cream and a
tiny hairbrush.

Watson-Linebaugh Vows
Are Exchanged In Dec.
On December 20, at five
o'clock in the evening, Miss
Belinda Watson and Michael
Thomas Linebaugh were united
in marriage. The double-ring
ceremony was solemnized at
Farmington Baptist Church by
Bro. Harry C. Yates.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Watson of
Farmington, and the groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Linebaugh of Central Avenue,
Mayfield.
A program of nuptial music
Including "More," "Somewhere"
and "Time For Us" was
presented by George C,oryell of
Paducah.
The nuptial vows were
pledgml-Before an altar of green
urns with giant mums placed on
white columns. The focal point
was an arch of greenery accented
by wedding bells. Illuminating
ttie scene were two seven
branched candelabra holding
white candles. Ivy and white
candles decorated_eack wittclaw
of the sanctuary. Family pews
were marked with giant white
satin bows.
The bride entered the church
on the arm of her father who
gave her in marriage. She was
attired in a floor length gown of
ivory bndal satin, created and
designed by her mother. The
high bodice was of satin with
imported lace, featuring a high
neckline.
The long full sleeves were
gathered- Just below the elbow
with a tight fitted cuff overlaid
with lace with full gathers of
lace hanging softly from the
edge of the cuff.
Appliques of lace roses
adorned the shoulder of each
sleeve. The long a-line front of
the gown was dotted with
appliques of lace-roses from the
waistline to the hem.
The bride's veil was shoulder
length three tiered bouffant silk
illusion, caught to a crown of
crystal beads and pearls.
She carried a bouquet of red
roses surrounded with baby
mums with long burgundy velvet
streamers falling gently.
Mrs. Harold Ellington of
Benton, sister of the bride, and

Best Sponge
Is Synthetic

the bride's only attendant, was
attired in a burgundy velvet
dress styled along the lines
identically of the bride's gown.
She carried a bouquet of daisies
Synthetic sponges work best
accented with one red rose.
for washing desks, cleaning
Miss Kim Farmer,
sinks, basins, mirrors, glass
five-year-old daughter of Mr. and
tops and washing down furMrs. Robert Farmer of
niture.
Farmington, was the flower girl.
The large, synthetic sponge
She wore a miniature version of
with large pores is used for
walls and ceilings.
the matron of honor's dress. She
carried a small white straw
basket filled with flower petals.
Potential alcoholics
Master Sammy Ellington,
NEW YORK (UPI) - One , four- year-old nephew of the
out of 15 persons drinking at a bride and son of Mr. and Mrs.
party will become alcoholics, Harold Ellington of Benton, was
according to the National Coun- the ring bearer. He was attired in
cil of Alcoholism, sponsors of a burgundy velvet suit, accented
Alcoholism Information Month at the neckline and cuffs with
imported lace.
(January).
Mr. Linebaugh chose his
The Council says the United
brother, Sam Linebaugh of
States now has the highest in- Mayfield as his best man.
cidence of alcholism in the
Prior to the ceremony, tb*
world, having taitettifiat dis •
Candle's were lightid -6Y—Gary
distinction away_from France. Breedlove of Mayfield, and-Jim
•
But it adds that the theory
that alcoholics are hopeless
is only a myth.

Varied Sponge

Lyon of Owensboro, who also
served as ushers.
Presiding at the guest register
was Miss Susan Stokes of
Nashville, Tennessee. She wore a
deep pink velvet designed with
an a-line skirt and a roll collar
accented in the back with a low
neckline. Her corsage was of
white glamelias.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Watson wore a soft green
silk knit with long full sleeves.
and a high collar. The dress was
accented with a corded silk belt
at the waistline, and she wore
black accessories.
The mother of the groom
wore a light blue knit dress with
a scarf collar, with blue
accessories.
The grandmother of the bride
wore an orchid knit, made in an
a -line design with black
accessories.
The mothers and
grandmother were presented
with white glarnellia corsages.
Immediately after the
wedding, the bride and groom
left for a short honeymoon trip
to Nashville, Tennesele. They
will be residing at Colkege Court,
Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky.

Quick Polenta
Prepare one-half cup yellow corn meal, following
label directions for corn
meal mush. Pour into onequart shallow baking dish;
cool. Meanwhile, in skillet,
brown one-half pound
ground beef; pour off fat.
Stir in one can (151/4 ounces) spaghetti sauce withmushrooms. Pour over corn
meal. Bake at 350 deg. F.
for 20 minutes. Three servings.

Both natural and synthetic
sponges are great for maintaining cleanliness in the
home.
Fit the size and kind of
sponge to the job at hand.
Take care of your sponges.
Don't throw them away if
they're dirty—clean them.
Whee.buying synthetic
sponges, try to get ones with
reinforced edges.

Cornish Hens
Stuff two hens with a
mixture of one cup cooked
rice, one-third cup chopped
dried apricots, two tablespoons toasted almonds,
and salt and pepper to
taste. Bake at 375 degrees
F. for one hour, basting
with a mixture of onefourth cup melted butter
and one tablespoon grated

orange rind. Serves

Colorful Basin
There is a basin that can
be installed in a countertop
as narrow as 15 inches from
front to back.
Designed in delta shape, the
sink measures 21 by 13 inches
and is available in the latest
colors for bathroom fixtures
— blue, gold or avocado.

Captain's Crackers
Brush plain soda crackers with melted butter.
Sprinkle with celery or
garlic salt. Bake at 400 degrees F. for five minutes.

01111111111111111111111111=1•11111117

Rosy Pears
Drain sirup from canned
pears and tint desired
shade with pink or red
food coloring, Pour over
pears and allow to stand
until tinted delicate' y.
Serve an shredded lettuce
and top with a dollop of
salad dressing, sour cream,
yogurt, or cottage cheese.

Solami Hero

The

Split and butter toasted
club rolls; spread with mustard. Top with slices of salami, Mozzarella cheese,
onion rings, and shredded
romaine.

Cured Pork
"Cured" pork has been
treated with curing ingredients. Salt is used for flavor and as a preservative,
rodium or potassium nitrate and or nitrite combines with the meat pigments to develop the typical red color of cured
meat, and sugar is added
for flavor. Tltase ingredients usually arik,̀applied to
the meat in i bti solution.

$10.00 VALUE

elvmWifoit,
hostess can ' help yau
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
Call Linda Adams
Phone 753-2378

kti)u
The Most
Famous Basket
In the Worlde

l.

.

Jeci-tit

ATTENTION MOTHERS

8 x 10
Living Color

Portrait
r'Ll 97c

DEAR ABBY. A few days before Christmas, our young
son called from San Francisco to tell us that he was beck
from Viet Nam on schedule. We were shocked when be told
us that he wouldn't be spending Christmas with us. He had
decided to spend it with some friends, instead.
I know that parents write bitterly about such capers, but
the generation gap is nothing new. Despite his absence, we
had the happiest Christmas ever, and our son was happy with
his friends. Our parental needs are only emotional, but after
a year in the Orient, his emotional neeVer his friends-ire-far greater,
Santa, and "The Man" who flies above the highest jets
have returned stateside, our boy doll, all in one piece. A bit
worse for wear, fatigued, restless and somewhat cynical
perhaps, but with two arms and two legs. It can walk and
talk and dance! Don't give us' that "Santa is dead," routine,
"Virginia " We may be temporarily impatient and piqued to
realize where we stand, but we adults can wait, if we know
the package is on the way.
HAPPY PARENTS IN ALBUQUERQUE
CONFIDENTIAL TO "STUMPED" IN IOWA CITY..
IOWA: You are mach too nice. 'the worst piece of luck-that
can happen to a busy was 11 to make a favorable injrremien
_
Mt•bert,• -

Bicycling

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

DEAR MORRIS: Your sense of humor is delicious. And
the fact that there is a Morris in Germany who still has a
sense of humor is indeed a revelation. But please, as
international clubs for Morrises. I'm published in Rome.
Ireland. Mexico, Tokyo, Thailand, Spain, Brasil, Canada and
America, too!
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Plus
50c Film Charge

No Appointment Necessary
1 Per Subject
2 Per Family
Additional Subjects $3.95
Groups $1 47 Per Person
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PICK-UP, delivery service offered on shoe shines at Hornbuckle's Barber Shop (Wises
you haws 5 or more pair.) Call
TIM
71141111.

MOON ME -

MEAL ISTATS

POE saw

sioa SALM

MR MINT

NOT1CII

POE SALM

SAWS IMM), electric MANG
and all small appliasess rapM
ed. 512 R So. 12th EL, 71341111.
Teb.-134

Synthetics is furniture
NEW YORK (UFO-Stauffer
Chemical Company -reports increasing use of synthetics in the
furniture industry. In 1968,
525 million pounds of plastics
were molded into framing parts,
used as plastic films for desk and
table tops, and as upholstery for
By 1975,
chairs and sofas.
Stauffer says, based on an 11 per
Last laugh
cent growth rate, value of these
YORK (UPI)-The
NEW
used in manufacture
synthetics
Pennsylvania Rock Oil Company of furniture will top $I billion.
of New York was derisively
*
known as the "Fancy Stock
oil
Company." until the first
California is the third-ranking
well at Titusville, Pa., proved
valuable and a turning point in state in production of cotton,
hay and wheat.
the oil industry.

Still quoting 'em
MEXICO CITY (UPI)-The
Roletino Financiero y Minero do
Mexico, a daily financial newspaper founded in 1899, caivies
quotations daily on all stocks
and bonds listed for trading on
Stock
City
Mexico
the
Exchange.

A NEW GE portable television, DUN-IUTE Roofing and Haag
NICE SLEEPING rooms for REDUCED Itee Town & Conn
and
17x65'.
home,
mobile
black and white. Phone 7534776 Co. Shingle and roll roofing
campus.
from
block
one
boys,
siding.
Aluminum
repairs.
bedrooms,
oversized
2
motif,
after
5:00
p.
in.
753-3411.
or
Phone 753-6425 or 753-59112.
workmanship.
each with private bath, overhead
147-c Guaranteed
Feb.-14C
Phone 489-3425.
beams in living room, carpet in
3-BEDROOM brick house,
Living room and bedrooms. This THREE COMPLETE Metafrem FOR YOUR home remodeling,
baths, fireplace, 7 month 'Mi- home cost $8,000.00 less than Aquarium setups, 55 gallon, 29 additions and repairs. Free estileage, available, $160.00 per 10 months ago. We have paid gallon, and 15 gallon. Call 762mates. Call 7334123 or 753-1-204 $2500.00 off an it For a small =61.
1-27-P
month. Call 753-4891.
Feb -21.0
7848.
fraction of this amount it can
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
44t0011 furnished eqsartment be yours. Phone 753-7950 after SILTIRED???? Income Limited?? WILL
DO
in my
baby
sitting
for boys,1617 Miller Ave. Call 2:00 p. m.
.1117-C Reduce your medical expenses. borne for children from Mel
.1-31-C
No matter what the drug. No
753-1958 or 437-3513.
Lauouu mono
1-5. Call 436-5615.
3-36-C
3-Prefix not
ACROSS
mouno WEIUDUA
REGISTERED Irish matter pup matter who the Doctor. We can
4-Pitcher
NICE PRIVATE zooms, with kit- pies. Phone 753-1748.
mama 09
WOOla
TIC save you money on your next AVOID THE SPRING rush. Do
5,Showy flower
1-Siamese native
chen privileges for college boys.
oon BOUGIA
6-Traders
prescriptions. We quote prices. your panelling and interior 4-Babylonian
7-Exist
deity
DO 0151MMA gnola
Phone 753-5865 or 75341011.
1962 FORD diesel tractor, has No obligations. Uncle Jeff's Dis8-Final
6-Dinner course
ma MOOU 3MOMB
TFC three 14 inch plows, disc, culti- count Pharmacy. Open Sundays. painting now. Free estimates. 11-Permits
J-26-C
Phone 753-4684.
9-Conjunction
IMMO 30MB
vator, planter and bush hog.
13-Wipes out
10-Expel from
J-27-C
MOM MUWS 00
TWO - BEDROOM unfurnished Phone 489-3741.
country
3-364
WILL DO old fashioned bead 15-Afternoon
COMO MOOM 110
(abbr )
hoses, central heat and air-con12-Preposition
12-INCH Portable television, quilting. Phone 753-5739.
16-Irritates
riSd MOMAO OqM
14-Dressing for
ditioned, carpeted, near Uni- FURNITURE, bedroom suits, three months old, $85.00. 22
SA MAMOO OMAR
meat
versity. No small children. coffee table and other odds and Caliber Savage rifle, semi-au- SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE. U 18-Parent
(colloq )
0390mti QAMILMODM
17-Tense
Available now. Phone 753-4575 ends. Also new 20 gauge pump tomate, new scope and case, you are experiencing difficul- 19-Coniunction
wOORM mMuno
20-Inlets
Actual
21
3-27-C shotgun. VW, has been wreck- $35.00. Flat top guitar, $15.00. ties with your septic tank call
after 5:00 p. m.
lb
23-Exclamation
pronoun
22-Old
ed, perfect for dune buggy.
24-Diphthong
today, your problems may be
51-Resorts
39-Click beetle
24-A continent
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a- Phone 7534445 after 12 noon. Phone 7534325 or 753-3616.
25-Pilaster
53-Port jacket
4I-Shut noisily
J-27-C solved by simply pumping out 26-Regretted
partment wtth bath, kitchen,
27-Plaything
43-Leaked through 57-Tear
your tank. Call Steely & By- 28-Part of circle
3-38-F
58-Spanish
30-Rwer islands
large living room, dining area
44-Man's
BREAKFAST SET with four nwn, Southside Shopping Cent- 29-Babylonian
article
THREE-BEDROOM brick home.
32-Bound
nickname
combination, across from Ca GARAGE BUILDING, good lo- chairs, good condition. See at er, Murray,
60-Unusual
hero
Kentucky, 753-7850.
35-Causes
46-Near
City school district. Has all the
62-Symbol
for
lege Campus. $75.00 per month. cation on Highway 12.1 at Stel- 301 North tith Street or call
31-Jog
37-Bucket
tantklum
48-Behave
TIC 33-Symbol for
cases Possession Immediately.
Mrs. L. R. Putnam, 1508 Chest- la; priced to sell at $8,800.00. 753-3693.
64-Note of scale
theatrically
38-Peeled
1
tellurium
J-2114
Phone 7554616.
Call 7534508.
nut Street. Phone 753-1693.
J-28-C
34-Mix
founder
Rubber
empire
Phone
753-3992
3-27-C
36-Undergarment
40 ACRES MORE or less on N.
45 CALMER semiautomatic 'Memo farmers peaper
J-26-C
38- Hebrew letter
PaPer
16th Street extended. This pro
rifle, 330 round clips. Phone
apartduplex
-BEDROOM
sweietsop
4015e
TWO
NEV
party is in sight of City Sewer
YORIC-1171PT)=The
Ky.
LOUISVILLE,,
.
(UP
3-26-C
42-Rent
ments, central beat and Mr, 753-4516.
and Water. Has extra nice bons
CornRubber
&
Goodyear
Tire
U,S
the
both
in
Despite
debate
45-A state (ablor )
built-in range, ceramic tile beidt,.
barn. This property is ideal for
Desk Rime carpet throughout. Call or see TDIOTHY and stied Clover, -lap Senate and House of Represen- any, whose sales approached 47-Transaction
subdividing, trailer park, apt. UPC CALENDAR
4141ixpired
ion as 4969, got its ROMS
now annals et Gene Steely, Southaide Shop and Ifeseue
Zii-iiet hay. Phone tative, Oa -the --4174Dre
-50-Rodents
houses or just an extra nice and refills i.e
a
man
a
died
who
from
pauper.
excigarettes,
Kentucky
tobacco
asp
3-214C
Office
ping Center, Murray, Yamada, 411541740 or 49241645.
52-Identical
place for home. Has lots of bea- Ike Weer & MEW
Charles Goodyear, whose dis- 54-French snide
perts here are _predicting,farmers
T-.We
753.7850.
utiful shade, land is rolling. 1111 gore.
an
produced
of
COVery
Vulcanization
black
Vlore
will show IS
55-Latin
21" TELEVISION,
Priced right.
& Sercomunction
EL/DCTROLUX SAL
the first truly usable rubber, was
white. Phone 753-1478. 3-28-P earnings for 1969 than for 1
84 ACRES more or less at Wis- vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
St-Sponsor
e- $200,000 in debt when he died. 59-River in ably
The Kentucky Crop and
Lee
Valarah
NEW
BEAUTIFUL
well. Has approximately 70 ac- IL Sanders. Phone 3824176
31 REGISTERED Angie cows. stock Reporting Service said
One reasbn for his financiai 61-Hold back
res of extra good crop land. -Lynnville, Kentucky. Feb.-36-C Apartments, South 16th Street, 9 Grade Angus cows. One resales in 1969 are expected to plight was the costly lawsuits 63-Rang
Nursing
Westview
across from
Over Si-mile highway front with,
Home. Two bedrooms, bath, &tared bull. 24 calves. James exceed the'record 74 cents per that he filed to protect his patent 65-Grates
some of the most beautiful,.kits
rights. After his death in 1860- 66-Printer's
utility room, living room, kitch- Foster, Hazel Kentucky, phone pound set last year.
Measure
in the county. Owner will sell
3-26-P
Carpeted.
area.
dining
4924499.
years before the founding of 67-Total
38
and
en
farm Land bold road front Iota
Electric heat. Air conditioned.
pronghorn antelope, the company that bears his name
will sell all. The price nu
The
DOWN
Refrigerator, built in stove and SEVERAL Formals worn once. swiftest of North American -the accumulated royalties from
n reduced to NIL
5100
,
753
Phone
11.
and
9
sizes
garbage
and
1-Hit
lightly
dishwasher
oven,
family
his
made
invention
his
For work, sports and leiN MILLER Just 1 block from
3-28-C mammals, has been docked at
2-Nearly
5:00 p. m.
Di tr. by United eaters Syndicate, i.e.
ege campus. We have a 10- sure. In sizes AA-EEEE, disposal furnished. Phone: 753.- atter
speeds of nearly a mile a minute. financially secure.
753-3865.
or
4974
and
house renting for $270. 6 to 16. Call or drop in
H-J-25-C
try on your size!
month for a squick sale
can this for $15,250.
EFFICIENCY Appartments. AHAVE a two-bedroom brick
cross the street from hLSU cam2 years old on extra large
pus. Men only. Available Feb. 1. PEANUTS
(Now,THAT'S
I'VE GOT THE AUTHORS NAME,
has central heat and air-,
3-26-C
Call 753-4342.
WHAT I CALL A
'timing. carpet, large fareA BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PLOT
,
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom,
room, utility, carport and
BOOK REPORT.
AND EVERYTHiNG...
FAMILY SHOE
furnished or unfurnished. Phone
ultra nice bath for $15,000.
J-211-NC
753-9772.
WE HAVE a large brick on Open-Fri. till 8 p. ED.
MOrro10, Ky.
large- lot in King/wood subdiviTWO-BEDROOM trailer, $50.00
J-30-C
sion. Has 4 bedrooms, living
per month. Phone 489-3623.
ram with fireplace, utility,
astral heat, for $16,750.
ON MEADOW LANE we have ROSEMARY'S Beauty Shop is TWO-BEDROOM house, 405 So.
al-bedroom brick with 6% loan, now featuring a special on per- 10th Street. Electric heat, bath,
payments $113.00 per month in- manents good until March. Re- cabinet and closet space. Availcluding taxes and insurance. gular $10.00 permanents now able around February lst. Price
Ras nice carpet, drapes, air- only $7.50. Regular $12.50 per- $70.00 month References retonditioning, TV antenna, dis- manents now only $10.00. Re- quired. Phone 753-6240. 3-27-P
. You can save over $5,000 gular $15.00 permanents now
interest by transferring this only $12.50. Phone 733-7122 for BUILDING for body or clean.
330-C up shop. Electric doors, air coin
Possession with deed. appointment.
pressor, natural gas heat, ex.
HAVE 2 kier-bedromn,
DON'T YOU
SURE
cellent lighting and good lo(
for sits
slery good'`
SNOWMEAN
2 CAN I 'HAVE
cation. Phone 753-3018. J-271
price.
3-bedroom
WE HAVE 2
FUR
THIS
OLD
WOMAN?
ROOM FOR BOYS, electric heat,
ks with everything. One has
Mr conditioning, private bath COLLAR
double garage, the other douand entrance, block from camp- TOOK OFF YOL,R
ble carport. Both have central
us. 1617 Ryan, 753-2823. J-27-P
heat and airconditioning, carCOAT
pet, dishinisher, range, disposapartment, also
UNFURNISHED
PICK-UP AND
aL
furnished basement. Near town.
DELIVERY
IF YOU are interested in buyOcuple or one person. Phcrie,
SERVICE
ing a home don't wait until the
J-28:6
753-3195.
demand is greater, In the spring
per
TWO-BEDROOM apartment with
or summer there will be more
pair
stove and refrigerator. 1304
buyers and leas property for
Peggy Ann Drive. Phone 753sale, buy now.
Hornbuckle
3-28-C
2721.
CALL RAY OR HOYT Roberts
Barber
Shop
occuhome,
mobile
ONt'NEW
they are always glad to talk to
Located g
1
February
_piney
yea Melt Real Estate, DO matPhone 753-3645
---IJniversity
Heights
Mobile
ter ben bad the weather is we
Home Perk, North 16th Street
Estate,
Real
show
to
are ready
Also spaces available for ma
733-1651 or come by and see us
-s bile homes. Fm- information call
311S-C at 505 Hilo Street.
I THouGHT
IF HE SHOULD ASK
THE PROPOSED AIRRORT EATS
.1-28-C
436-5862 or 753-8770
TREE SURGEON. Evergreens
UP 1,000 ACRES OF GOOD FARM AND THE WHOLE THING THAT WAS
WE GOT SLATS SCRAPPLE
SCRAPPLE'S
150' x 130' CORNER Id in Cant- trimmed or removed. landscapLAND NEAR CRABTREE CORNERS. SLOWS UP IN OUR
AUTOS POE GALS
TO INTRODUCE THE AIRPORT
NOW same SMART ALEC'S WINO FACES, WE NEED A ASSIGNMENT.
erbury Estates, $3,300.00. Phone ing. Yard care. For these serNEED
WE
THINK
15,000
I
BUT
Convertible,
BILL.
and
1959 GTO
'GUARANTEED
3-17-C vices call Kelly's Termite
753-2991.
TO ASK: WHAT'S AN AIRPORT
II
INSURANCE,
Pest Control 753-3914, located miles, four speed. Power steelSUCKER .
0011.16 OVER /00 MILES FROM
house
brit*
OOM
THREE-BEDR
GOVERNOR.
lag, power brakes, windows.
200 South 13th Street.
NE NEAREST ems CITY?
ky and
on Doebon, low
H-J-264C Factory air, $2995. Call May758thansferrabie
field 3474064 after 6:00 p. as.
347.11
5164.
BY OWNER. Extra nice three- SITONE factory -bedroom modem frame home, fog aid batteries for an mike
outbuildings, and twentve Merin aid% Walls Dna.
acre farm. Has 11 acre corn
TIC
base, 1.23 dark fired tobacco
beim. House and outbuildings
alone worth *skins prim
341I-C
Phone 480-3741.
SOUTHSIDE
stained
FOUR-BEDROOM green
Atrium house. Central heat and
RESTAURANT
air, carpeted, family room, two
OPENING UNDER NEW
bath', double garage, fireplace,
MANAGEMENT
Large court yard, city school
Open 6:00 a. m.-10:00 p. m.
district. Phone 753-8283. TFC
Six Days a Week
Closed on Sunday
PINE BLUFF SHORES-Lots
Will have good working
No. 801 and 802. Sell for my men's plate lunch and a spacpurchase cost. of $500.00 for ious dining room for family
both lots, or will consider trad- dining.
ing for camping trailer or (boat, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
motor, and trailer). U intendNIGHT ONLY
ed, after taking a look at lots,
-Fresh Catfish...
you may write William L. WilAll clubs are welcomed to
son, 310 Monterey, Washington, book partial.
Illinois 61571, or phone 1-309J-29-C
699-1620.
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id make
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Adams
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SHOE SHINES
350

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

1968 BUICK Electra, below
wholesale price. Call' 753-6528.
1-26-C
NILP WANTSD
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5 00 p. m. to lip, in., male or
female. Apply in person to DartCastle, Chestnut Street. NO
TIC
phone calls please.
WANTED: Cooks and assistants,
days. Send resume plus salary
desired to P. 0. Box 32-0, Mur3-294
ray, Kentucky.
RELIABLE PERSON to do part
time clerk work. Apply in person at National Hotel. 3-27-C
APPLICATIONS for fixed bass
operator for Kyle Field, Murray, Kentucky will be accepted
until February 15. 1970. Please
reply to Dr. Hugh Oakley, chairman, Murray-Calloway CounV
Airport Board, 1312 Olive
Street. Murray. Kentucky 42071.
beau& qualifications, espem,
ienee and aircraft types that
applicant proposes to operate.
J-31-C

1964 BUICK Electra four-door,
extra clean. Cali. 436-2323.
1-36-C

GET

ATTENTION

1962 cHrvRoLcr two door
hardtop, power steering, automatic transmission. Phone 7533-27-C
8022.

by Al Capp
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HORNIECKLES BARBER SHOP
213 Spruce Street

TOWN?
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Hospital Report

MURRAY,

rsgo

One of the most amazing things
we have seen lately was on the
Marlon Perkins show Sunday
where the two aborigines robbed the two Cheetah's of their
prey, scene type of antelope.
They achieved this feat by
showing no fear of the big animas, in spite of the fact that
_
the Cheetahs could have torn
lad- of the two men to shreds.

Doctors Differ on 'Pill'

ADULTS 102
NURSERY 3
JANUARY 22, 19'70

WASHINGTON (UPI): Medical
authorities pro and con have agreed
they will not know for at least five
years whether birth control pills cause
cancer.
"Nine million women is a very large
scale experiment," said Dr. Hugh J.
Davis of Johns Hopkins Univervity.
He said sequential oral contraceptives
should be banned and most women
should drop "the pill" altogether in
favor of "the loop" or some other birth
control method.
"The next five years should provide
sufficient patients from which conclusive data may be derived," said Dr.
Robert W. Kistner of Harvard Medical
School. Meanwhile, there is no statistically valid basis for linking the pill to
the various forms of cancer that occur
in the female."

ADMISSIONS
Robert Parker, Rte. 6, Murray; Fred Lee, Hale's Trl. Crt.
No, 67, Murray; Graham Felt.
nor, Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs. Lucy i
Colson, Rte. 5, Beaton; Mrs.
Norma Darnall, Rte, 1, Almo,
Mrs. Daytha Dowdy, Rte.1,Dexter; Frank Pappalardo, Rte. 5,
Murray; Mrs. Sheila Hendrick.
son, Rte. 7, Murray; Otis Wilson,
Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Nannie
Lovinslioldiella Poplar, Murray;
Gammons, 500
Mrs.
Cherry, Murray.

Israeli paratroopers near the lighthouse on Sliadwan

MED. SEa

1111,1411
SuEZ
C NA'

DISMISSALS

B. Meiugin calls to say a
Dove with a white tail has been
visiting in her yard.
Mrs.

JORDAN

Our Robin was back this morn
ing.

Cairo

Master James Eldridge, Rte,
3, Murray; Mrs. Novie Hale,
635 Murray Crt., Murray; Jamis Spann, 1311 Vine, Murray;
Larry Orr, Rte. 1, Haut Osco
Patterson, 1005 Poplar, Murray.

awes

Put your
lamp
away ...

CANCER LINK ALLEGED-AND DENIED

fl

action and supporting the astronauts. Since that time 27 additional bags of mail have been
received. Anyway the court
threw her suit out saying the
rights of the astronauts would
have been violated if .they had
been prevented from reading
the acripturee.

MONDAY -- JANUARY 26, 1870

KENTUCKY

THEIR TESTIMONY before Sen.
Gaylord Nelson's small business monoply subcommittee demonstrated the
split in medical opinion on oral contraceptives, which were approved by the
Food and Drug Administration 10 years
ago. Twenty million women use "the
pill," authorities testified, including

us

nine million in the United States.
Dr. Roy Hertz, i former National
Cancer Institute official now at Rockefeller University in New York City, a
specialist in cancer of female organs,
testified Thursday he and others tried
in vain to slow down FDA approval of
birth control pills a decade ago so they
could first be tested.
A coalition of the drug industry
and groups anxious to control population growth overcame the objections,
Hertz said. "There were operating in
our society intensely venal pressures
. . sufficient to neutralize the best
efforts of any of us, including legislators, who . . . proposed, in the public
interest, a more orderly procedure,"
he said.
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BUT K1STNER, who has written a
book on birth control pills, disagreed
and said he and Hertz were demonstrating "a schism" within their profession
"Roy and I have been arguing about
this for 10 years," Kistner said. "I
can't prove he's wrong and he can't
prove I'm wrong."
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Pen I Orteien
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WLAC-Tv
WIMX-TV
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"Last night while watching
=TV
4
Chasael a
Channel s
ADMISSIONS
TV these were the commercials
- MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
that I saw: 1. people dying of
\*ED SEA
g
!T
.
.,er
Mrs. Barbara Wells, Rte. 8,
,
a
News; War.; Sots New. W •hf
cancer and heart trouble 2.
WeicorniGunsrnoke
. 30 Mv
V
Murray; Miss Carolyn Lyons,
people going blind 3: those dyIt Takes a Itnat
•11
LOO *Owen I Martin's Gun-smoke
•
:30 LauRhiln
Here s Lucie
Movie:
1237 Silver La, , Ernie-Hord,
ing of air pollution 4. th3se
MAP LOCATES the 20-square-mile Red Sea island-fortress of
NEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks
io
norruerrir R F D.
"Suddenly. Last
Coon., Mrs. Mary Hughes, Rte,
dying because they forgot their
Shadwan, now in Israeli hands after an invasion by heli:30 "In En'mv Chin,
"The Doris Dar $11
,
11,,
lower today in moderate
opened
checkup 5. those who helmet
7, Mayfield; Paul Butterworth,
es
.7111 Moat*
The Carol Burnett Snow Movie
copter-borne paratrooPers. The invaders killed or captured
turnover.
7 :31 Nov*
The Carol Burnett Shoes Mshuf •
Rte,
heel their measles vaccine, etc.,
1,
Murray;
Mrs.
Lillian
all 70 of. the Egyptian gerrison, end the Egyptian radar
Last week the stock market
etc., etc. So I turned off the
Erin; 202 S. Ilth St., Murray;
WIN: Snorts;
rrIWory Grits., Shoni=itt:
station that "watched" Israel's planes Is in-•their hands.
turned in a neutral response to
teleon and said to myself,
I 1 it The Tonleht Show TIM Mery Griffin glow -Tm, Last Outpost
Robert Sledd, Rte. 1, Murray;
I :is The Sought ....ion me Mery GritItn S
,
-IN
Movie
President Nixon's State of the
what should I do? If I watch
Mrs. Patricia Poindexter, 10'/
Union address because, as
1
TV, I might die from radiation
-r
T
:
L
I
N. 4th St,, Murray; Mrs. Donna
many analysts observed, "most
The Dick Civet, Show
sickness.
Henry, Rte, 5, Murray.
The Dsck Coven Show
of the things the President
"If I go for a drive in'my
TUESDAY 110RAINC PROGRAMS
about were already
talked
old car without safety belts I'm
DISMISSALS
discussed."
dead for sure. I can't eat or I'll
Shortly after the opening, the
die from ohe.sity or cholesterol.
James Parker, 1629 Catalina,
Jake Nem Gomel ShorsAchlalea - Neyv
UPI
I caret drink water, its polluted.
marketwide indicator
7 ::1ia.
M111; gigethar
MernInd WatCh
Murray; Howard Anderson, Rte.
gem Show .
Morning Watch
I can't drink pop, its cancer
gem Shea
showed a loss of 0.21 per cent
5,
Benton;
Ovie
Ward,
Rte. 1,
m
.si fon,'-weelew
causing. I can't go to the beach, The Murray High School h000r Phyllis Blanc), '4. re; hay mice,
on 384 issues on the tape. Of
.....
39 Today
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Farmington; Mrs. Naomi Jetton,
its filthy. I can't play cards, roll for the second grading period 2.8e; Cindy Carpenter,2.54;Don.
.,es
174 retreated, and 110
these,
it
Takes Two
The Mike Douglas Shew LUcv
tee
1, Mayfield; Mrs. Kathryn
The Mice Douglas Show He Sate-Sill' Said
I'll die from the lack of exer- as been released by Principal na Co/e, 3.0, Debbie Dodd, 2.6'7;
advanced.
Langstuu,
in ';'
:1•
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Sjtr
a re °W
el 'ttleath*
1701
Barbara Moore Show
CennIer Andy el Minrkerriv
Melrose;
MurrEli
Alexander.
Students
named
to
cise. And I can't go to bed with
IV :30 Hollywood Saueres Love of Lite
Mary Doran, 2.82; Marsha Field.
Among the oils, Union of
barbers Fpoora Show
I .00 limper/1v
ray wife or we may have a de- is academic honor have achiev- er, 256; Rhonda Garland, 2.56; y; Roy Poison, 1505 Story Ave.,
Whore the Newt le
BewitchedCalifornia held unchanged at
I .30 Wtso, What. Where Searth for Tornorr6w
Murray;
That
Girt
Mrs.
Kay
Outland
and
formed child. And I can't give ed the 2.50 or better scholastic Susan Hainsworth, 3.0;Ray Lane,
32½. Standard of California was
Boy, 1108 Circarama ,Murray;
TUESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAM%
her the pill or she may get standing. The list includes:
2.56; Cathy Mitchell, 3.0; Trine Mrs. Lucy
steady at 48%, but Cities
we
AM The Neon Show
Paschall, and Girl,
News: SIneine Cony All MY
blood clots. And I can't smoke
Seniors
0 4 :30 The Men Show
Nicks, 2.89; Sherry Noun, 2.78;
Service clipped 1,2 to 37%.
As the World Tonto
Let's Make • Mel
cigarets or I'll get everything. Laurie Alexander, 2.60; Rich- Beverly Parker; 2.73; Tony& te. 1, Paris, Tenn., Miss Gale
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I
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Lockheed dipped 1/2 to 18 in
The Sever* Hillb1111.
at
40 LOW in Space
Giliiepres Islang
This is the last week of Jan- age Lowry, 2.50; Marla Shel- Sims, 3,0; Guy Stinsoo, 2.56; azel, Walton Sykes, 1310 Poe.
41
:00 Lost In Space
Movie:
WilliaRickie
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